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Abstract: Aluminum foam sandwich panels are excellent structure–function integrated materials.
With high specific strength, cushioning energy absorption and sound absorption of aluminum foam
material, they overcome the disadvantage of the low strength of single aluminum foam materials.
In this paper, the response of aluminum sandwich panels comprising aluminum foam cores and
carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) face-sheets was investigated under quasi-static three-point
bending, and the effect of core thickness as well as core density on flexural loads and deformation
modes was studied. The experimental results show that increasing the thickness and the density of
the core materials can increase the flexural load and bending stiffness in the bending process. The
aluminum foam sandwich panels mainly include the following deformation modes in the three-point
bending process: indentation, core shear, face-sheet fracture and debonding.
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1. Introduction

Sandwich structures with porous materials are widely used in a variety of applications
and have been extensively studied due to their unique properties, such as high stiffness,
high strength, light weight, vibration reduction and high dumping [1–8]. Most of the core
materials of sandwich structures are based on polymeric foams such as PVC, PUR and
PEI, as well as aluminum honeycomb. With the development of porous metal, aluminum
foam has gradually become a new choice for the core material [9–11]. It has a series of
excellent physical characteristics such as low specific weight, high specific stiffness and
strength, energy absorption, blast resistance and noise attenuation [12–15]. However,
it also has poor mechanical properties, especially under tension [16]. As a new type
of structural–functional material and a kind of composite material, the aluminum foam
sandwich structure consists of an aluminum foam core and two stiff pieces of metal
or nonmetal face-sheets, which makes it have the advantages of aluminum foam, and
overcomes the shortcomings of poor mechanical properties of single aluminum foam [17].
Thus, it has great potential applications in many fields, such as automobile manufacturing,
architecture and aerospace [9,18–20].

In general structural applications, bending response is vital for sandwich struc-
tures. The main methods to change the bending performance of sandwich structures
include changing the geometric parameters of the sandwich structures, changing the
mode of interface bonding and using different materials of face-sheets and foam cores.
McCormack et al. [21] found four different failure modes of sandwich structures: surface
yield, surface wrinkling, core yield and indentation. Analytical models were established to
predict the initial failure loads, and failure mode maps were constructed with geometric
parameters as variables. Steeves et al. [22–24] also conducted a similar study, and on
this basis, the size of the sandwich structure was optimized, and further research was
carried out in combination with finite element analysis. The size effect of foam core is also
very important for bending response [25]. The discrepancy between the measured and
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calculated failure load increase to over 20% if the size effect in the core shear was neglected.
The above research mainly reveals the influence of geometric parameters on the bending
response of sandwich structures in theory. The interface bonding mode of aluminum foam
sandwich panels is mostly adhesive bonding, and their bending performance can also
be effectively improved by improving or changing the interface bonding mode. For the
aluminum foam sandwich structure with non-metallic material face-sheets, short aramid
fibers were successfully used between carbon fiber/epoxy composites and aluminum foam
to enhance interfacial toughness [26–28]. Adding aramid fiber increases the peak load by
38% and energy absorption by 80%, and the aramid fiber occupies less than 1% of the
total weight of the sandwich structure. For the aluminum foam sandwich structure with
metal face-sheets, the bonding force can be improved by forming metallurgical bonding
between the interfaces [29,30]. Changing the material of the sandwich panel is also one of
the important methods to change its bending properties. Current research mainly focuses
on changing the materials used for face-sheets. Kabir et al. [31] investigated the response of
aluminum sandwich panels comprising thin foam cores and thin face sheets of low and
high strength under a three-point bending load. The effects of skin strength, bending span
and core thickness on failure modes and loads were also investigated. Aluminum foam
sandwich panels usually use metal materials as face-sheets, especially aluminum alloys. In
order to further improve the performance of the sandwich structure, some studies used
non-metallic face-sheets materials, such as alumina and glass fiber reinforced plastic [32,33],
especially carbon fiber reinforced plastic [27,34–37], as face-sheets materials. With the
further improvement of lightweight requirements, carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP)
materials with high strength and low density are gradually used as face-sheets material.

The above literature carried out a great number of studies on the flexural properties of
aluminum foam sandwiches. Existing analyses mainly change the performance of sandwich
structure by changing geometric parameters, interface bonding modes and face-sheet
materials. There are few studies on using different aluminum foams as the core material.
Most of the research uses commercial aluminum foam as the core material. The density
and cell structure of the commercialized aluminum foam is relatively single. However, the
effect of the foam core density on the flexural properties of the sandwich structure is also
crucial. In order to investigate the effect of aluminum foam density on the properties of the
sandwich structure, three kinds of aluminum foams with different densities were prepared
by the melt foaming method in this paper. In addition, compared with the existing research,
the aluminum foam used in this experiment has a more uniform structure and better
mechanical properties. The main purpose of this paper is to experimentally investigate
the effect of core thickness and density on loading capacity and deformation modes of the
aluminum foam sandwich with CFRP face-sheets under quasi-static three-point bending.

2. Experimental Investigation
2.1. Materials and Specimens

Three kinds of aluminum foam materials with different densities (0.37 g/cm3,
0.57 g/cm3 and 0.75 g/cm3) prepared by the melt foaming method were used as core
materials in sandwich structures [38]. Aluminum foam materials were prepared using
four raw materials: primary aluminum (purity 99.7%), industrial calcium (purity 99.5%),
titanium hydride powder (mean diameter: 22 µm, purity 99.4%, pre-treated at 400 ◦C for
30 min) and argon. The primary aluminum was melted at 720 ◦C, and 3 wt.% calcium
was added to increase the viscosity of the molten aluminum. Then, the temperature was
lowered to 685 ◦C and 1.2 wt.% titanium hydride powder was added to the melt with a
revolution speed of 900 rpm for 180 s. Finally, according to the required density of the
foam, a certain pressure of argon was introduced, and the temperature was maintained for
a certain period of time.

The CFRP face-sheets were made of T700 woven carbon fabric with 200 GSM densities,
and each yarn had approximately 12,000 fibers. The thickness of the CFRP face-sheets was
2.0 mm, and the density of this material was 1.41 g/cm3.
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Before preparing sandwich panels, aluminum foam materials and face-sheets were
cut to the required dimensions and cleaned with alcohol. To provide better adhesion,
surfaces of aluminum foam and face-sheets were abraded with sandpaper. Then, they were
washed with water and dried at 80 ◦C in the drying oven. After preparing aluminum foam
cores and face-sheets, epoxy resin was mixed with hardener in the proportion of 3:1 as the
adhesive of aluminum foam sandwich structures, and the aluminum foam and face-sheets
were glued together with the adhesive. According to the parameters of epoxy resin, the
glued sandwich structures were heated to a temperature of 40 ◦C in a drying oven for six
hours under a certain pressure to cure the epoxy resin completely.

2.2. Quasi-Static Compression Test of Aluminum Foam Materials

Quasi-static compression tests of the aluminum foams were conducted at room tem-
perature using the universal testing machine with a 50 kN load cell. The compression rate
during the test was 2 mm/min. Aluminum foam materials were cut into cubes with a side
length of 30 mm for testing.

2.3. Quasi-Static Three-Point Bending Test of Aluminum Foam Sandwiches

Quasi-static three-point bending tests of the aluminum foam sandwich panels were
conducted at room temperature, using the universal testing machine with a 50 kN load cell.
The schematic diagram of the three-point bending test is shown in Figure 1. Referring to
the existing literature and in combination with the requirements of this study, the following
experimental parameters were determined [27,29,37]. The three-point bending tests were
carried out with a span length (l) of 80 mm, and the loading roller and supporting rollers
(a) of a simply supported beam with a 10 mm diameter were used. The length of the
specimens was 150 mm and the width (b) of specimens was 30 mm. Table 1 summarize
the dimensions of the specimens used in the experimental work. During the test, the
aluminum foam sandwich panels were loaded by the loading roller at mid-span with
a rate of 2 mm/min. Through the three-point bending test, flexural loads and indenter
displacements were recorded by the software connected with the universal testing machine,
and flexural load–displacement curves were obtained. Photographs were taken using a
digital camera to record the deformation of the aluminum foam sandwich panels. Each
group of experiments was repeated at least three times.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of three-point bending test.

Table 1. Specimen parameters of three-point bending test.

Specimens c (mm) Density of Foam (g/cm3)

#10-0.37 10 0.37
#20-0.37 20 0.37
#30-0.37 30 0.37
#20-0.57 20 0.57
#20-0.75 20 0.75
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2.4. X-ray Tomography

The specimens were scanned using a microfocus X-ray CT system (Dandong Ao-
long ray Instrument Group Co., Ltd., Dandong, Liaoning, China) after deformation. The
scanned images of specimens were obtained by rotating the specimens 360◦ in steps of
0.5◦. Compared with optical photos, the observation of failure modes of specimens by
tomography was clearer in some cases, especially the failure modes of CFRP face-sheets.
The back-projection reconstruction algorithm was used to slice the radioscopic projections
by scanning. The reconstructed 2D slices were imported into VG Studio Max to build a 3D
model, and a section in any direction can be acquired.

3. Results
3.1. Quasi-Static Compression Properties of Aluminum Foams

The compression nominal stress–strain curves of three different kinds of aluminum
foams with different densities are shown in Figure 2. The stress–strain curves can be
divided into three stages: (I) linear elastic stage; (II) plateau stage; (III) densification stage.
The compressive strengths of the three kinds of aluminum foams are 4.7 MPa, 10.7 MPa and
13.1 MPa, respectively. According to the experiment, it can be seen that the compressive
strength and plateau stress goes up with the increase of the density of the foam. In addition,
the densification stage of the curve advances as the density of the aluminum foam increases.
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3.2. Load–Displacement Curves of Quasi-Static Three-Point Bending Behaviors of Aluminum
Foam Sandwich Panels

In this chapter, the flexural load–displacement curves of the quasi-static three-point
bending behavior of aluminum foam sandwich panels with different core thicknesses and
core densities were investigated.

The measured flexural load–displacement curves of specimens with different core
materials are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3a,b show the effects of thickness (thickness = 10,
20, 30 mm) and density (density = 0.37, 0.57, 0.75 g/cm3) of core material, respectively. It
can be seen from the figure that the flexural load of the sandwich panel can be improved
using core material with a thicker thickness or higher density. In addition, the slope in
the early stage of the curves increases with the increase of core thickness and core density,
which indicates greater stiffness of the sandwich panels. It can also be noted from the figure
that the curves of #10-0.37 and #20-0.75 finally show a linear decline, which indicates that
the bending process of the specimens ends with a complete loss of bearing capacity [27].
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Figure 3. Flexural load–displacement curves of three-point bending test of aluminum foam sandwich
panels: (a) different core thickness; (b) different core density.

There are some similarities and differences in the trend of curves of specimens with dif-
ferent core materials. Figure 4 show the analysis of the curve of #20-0.37 appearing in both
groups of curves. The curve demonstrated the following four stages: (I) linear elastic defor-
mation stage; (II) nonlinear growth stage; (III) instability stage; (IV) plateau/densification
stage. In the first stage, the flexural load increases linearly with the increase of displacement.
After the linear stage, the curve grows nonlinearly and reaches its peak load (Pcr) 4340 N,
with displacement reaching 2.72 mm. After reaching the peak value, the curve enters the
instability stage and the flexural load decreases to a certain extent. In the fourth stage,
the flexural load–displacement curve enters the plateau stage. The average load Pm of the
plateau stage is 3096 N, 1244 N lower than the peak load Pcr.
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Figure 4. Analysis of flexural load–displacement curve of #20-0.37.

Figure 5 show the analysis of curves of #10-0.37 and #30-0.37. The curve of #30-0.37
is similar to that of #20-0.37, which can be divided into four stages. The difference is that
the curve of #30-0.37 shows an upward trend rather than a platform after experiencing
the same first three stages as #20-0.37. There are two differences between the curves of
#10-0.37 and #20-0.37. One is that the curve of #10-0.37 finally shows a vertical decline as
mentioned earlier, and the other is that the curve of #10-0.37 shows a short platform after
reaching the peak load (displacement = 2.86 mm), rather than entering the instability stage
immediately. When displacement reaches 4.47 mm, the curve enters the instability stage,
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showing a downward trend. It can also be seen from Figure 3a that after the instability
stage, the increase in the thickness of core material from 10 mm to 20 mm does not increase
significantly in the flexural load. When the core material thickness reaches 30 mm, the load
increases significantly and continues to rise after the instability stage. The reason for the
above situation is that when the thicker aluminum foam is used as the core material, the
contribution of the core material to the bending of the sandwich structure becomes greater.
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According to Figure 3b, for the specimens with different densities of core materials,
the curves of #20-0.57 and #20-0.75 have the same three stages, namely, the linear elastic
stage, nonlinear stage and instability stage, as that of #20-0.37. After the instability stage,
the curves of the two specimens with higher core material density are different from that of
#20-0.37. As shown in Figure 6, the curves of #20-0.57 and #20-0.75 showed an upward trend
at first, and then the flexural load fluctuated from falling to rising when the displacement
of the two curves reached 13.88 mm and 15.76 mm, respectively. The curve of #20-0.75
finally showed a vertical decline.
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The bending stiffness of aluminum foam sandwich panels, R (N·m2), was calculated
using the following relationship [37].

R =
Pcrl3

48Scr
, (1)

where Pcr (N) is peak load, l (mm) is the span length and Scr (mm) is the displacement at a
particular peak load. The bending stiffness (R) of all five specimens used in the experiment
is shown in Table 2. According to the calculation, the bending stiffness of #30-0.37 is
increased by 64% compared with #20-0.37, which is much higher than the 26% of #20-0.37
compared with #10-0.37. The increase of core density is obvious for the improvement
of bending stiffness, and the two increases (0.37 g/cm3–0.57 cm3, 0.57 cm3–0.75 cm3) in
density increase the bending stiffness by 74% and 54%, respectively.

Table 2. Peak load (Pcr), displacement at peak load (Scr) and bending stiffness (R) of specimens.

Specimens Pcr (N) Scr (mm) R (N·m2)

#10-0.37 3599 2.86 13.42
#20-0.37 4340 2.72 17.02
#30-0.37 5396 2.06 27.94
#20-0.57 5880 2.11 29.73
#20-0.75 6683 1.56 45.70

The weight of core materials used in #30-0.37 and #20-0.57 are very close; thus, the
performance comparison between them is very noteworthy. It can be seen from Table 2 that
the peak load and bending stiffness of #20-0.57 are slightly higher than that of #30-0.37, and
the difference is within 10%. This indicated that when the weight of the core material is
determined, the core material with higher density has better performance than that with
greater thickness. This is because the strength of aluminum foam is positively correlated
with the index of density, which is generally between 1.5–2.0 [38].

3.3. Deformation of Quasi-Static Three-Point Bending Behaviors of Aluminum Foam
Sandwich Panels

In this chapter, the deformation process of quasi-static three-point bending of alu-
minum foam sandwich panels is investigated, and the flexural load–displacement curves
in the previous section are further analyzed in combination with the deformation modes.
The deformation modes of aluminum foam sandwiches during three-point bending mainly
include indentation, core shear, upper face-sheet fracture and debonding [21,23,25,34].
Figure 7 show the deformation modes of all specimens used in this experiment.

It can be seen from Figure 7 that the other four specimens have an obvious indentation
at the loading point except #10-0.37. Compared with #10-0.37, the area directly below
the loading point of other specimens was seriously invaded by the indenter, and the core
material collapsed. Among them, #20-0.37 and #30-0.37 only showed indentation and did
not have other obvious failure modes. Taking #20-0.37 as an example, Figure 8 show the
generation of indentation. The four photos in the figure correspond to the four stages
of the flexural load–displacement curve of #20-0.37 (Figure 4), respectively. In the linear
elastic deformation stage, as Figure 8a show, the aluminum foam sandwich shows slight
deformation, and the deformation area is located between two supports. Subsequently, the
specimen gradually began to undergo plastic deformation and cracks appeared in some
bubbles (as shown in Figure 8b), making the curve enter the stage of nonlinear growth.
When the flexural load reached the peak value, the aluminum foam in the area below the
indenter began to collapse, resulting in the upper face-sheet beginning show indentations
under the loading of the indenter (as shown in Figure 8c). In this deformation process,
the curve enters the instability stage. It can be seen from Figure 8d that the aluminum
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foam under the indenter was severely crushed and densified, and the upper face-sheet was
seriously invaded by the indenter. This process makes the curve enter the plateau stage.
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Figure 9 show the comparison of the tomography cross-sectional photos of #20-0.37
before and after the three-point bending test. It can be seen more clearly that the foam
core underneath the loading point is obviously damaged. In addition, compared with
ordinary optical photos, the changes in CFRP face-sheets after the bending process can
be observed more clearly by tomography photos. As is shown in Figure 9b, the upper
face-sheet is obviously damaged. The CFRP face-sheet composed of a multi-layer structure
showed delamination, and some layers were slightly fractured below the loading point.
The damage to the upper face-sheet was similar to that reported in the literature [35]. The
failure of CFRP material is usually brittle, resulting in the instability stage and densification
stage of the curve being less smooth compared to the rising stage and obvious small-scale
fluctuations exist.
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Figure 7a–c show the deformation mode photos of the three-point bending test of the
specimens with different core thicknesses (thickness = 10, 20, 30 mm). The corresponding
curves are shown in Figure 3a. The deformation modes of #20-0.37 and #30-0.37 are the
same, which are indentations below the loading point. The deformation mode of #10-0.37 is
different. It can be seen from the photo that the aluminum foam core has an obvious shear
failure, extending from the middle of the specimen to the right edge. Core shear divides
the right half of the specimen into upper and lower parts, which leads to the complete
loss of bearing capacity of the sandwich structure, and the corresponding curve decreases
linearly. Furthermore, the upper face-sheet of the specimen presents a V-shape, indicating
that the upper panel has brittle damage under load. Figure 10a,b show the photos when
the displacement of the curve of #10-0.37 reaches 2.86 mm and 4.47 mm, respectively. When
the displacement reaches 2.86 mm, the shear crack on the core material is formed, and the
bending load reaches the peak (as Figure 5 shown). The curve subsequently enters a brief
plateau stage. When the displacement reaches 4.47 mm, the upper face-sheet brakes under
the indenter, causing the curve to enter the stage of instability.
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Figure 11 show the deformation modes of #10-0.37 and #30-0.37 by X-ray Tomog-
raphy. The damage to the face-sheets of #10-0.37 can be seen more intuitively through
the tomography. It was found that the upper face-sheet is an obvious fracture. For the
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sandwich structure with a thicker aluminum foam core, the continuous crushing of the
core during bending plays a good role in energy absorption. When the core material is thin,
it plays a weak role in the bending process; thus, the upper face-sheet presents an obvious
fracture phenomenon.
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Figure 7b,d,e show the photos of deformation modes of the three-point bending
test of specimens with different core density (density = 0.37, 0.57, 0.75 g/cm3). The core
thickness of the three specimens is 20 mm. As mentioned earlier, an obvious indentation
at the loading point can be observed in all three specimens. This proves that when the
thickness of CFRP face-sheets is 2 mm, and the thickness of aluminum foam core is 20 mm,
the phenomenon of indentation at the loading point in the bending process of sandwich
structure is not affected by the density of the core. The generation of indentation causes
the core material below the loading point to be severely compressed, and increasing the
density of aluminum foam makes the densification advance in the compression process,
which leads to the curves of #20-0.57 and #20-0.75 to rise after the instability stage (shown
in Figure 6). When the core density increases to 0.57 g/cm3 and above, the phenomenon
of core shear appears in the deformation process. Similar results were obtained in the
literature for increasing the flexural load by increasing the face-sheets thickness [35].

As shown in Figure 7, the core material of #20-0.57 and #20-0.75 showed shear failure,
which occurred in the area between the loading point and right side support roller. In
addition, it can be seen that the core materials of both specimens are partially debonded
from the lower panel on the left side of the right support. Local debonding is caused by the
relative sliding of the core material along the shear crack under the action of flexural load.
Taking #20-0.57 as an example, the photo was taken when the specimen just showed local
debonding (shown in Figure 12). At this time, the displacement corresponding to the curve
in Figure 6 is 13.88 mm. With the increasing local debonding range and the interaction
between core materials, an obvious fluctuation occurred in the later stage of the curve
(shown in Figure 6).
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Figure 12. Deformation mode of #20-0.57 at 13.88 mm displacement.

It can be clearly observed by tomography (Figure 13) that the aluminum foam core of
#20-0.57 and #20-0.75 has obvious shear failure and debonding. There are two debonding
phenomena in #20-0.75. The left one is complete debonding, and the right one is local
debonding. The former leads to the complete loss of bearing capacity of the sandwich
structure, resulting in a linear decline in its flexural load–displacement curve (Figure 3b).
Since the load has not been removed during the shooting of Figure 7e, there is no obvious
debonding phenomenon in ordinary optical photos. The mechanism of debonding failure
is that the relative force between the lower panel and the core material is greater than the
bonding force between them.
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4. Conclusions

This study investigated the response of aluminum foam sandwich panels with CFRP
face-sheets under quasi-static three-point bending loading conditions. Three kinds of
aluminum foam materials with different densities were prepared by the melt foaming
method as core materials. The effect of core thickness and core density was elucidated.
Increasing the thickness and density of the core materials can increase the flexural load
and bending stiffness in the bending process. When the weight of the core material was
determined, the core material with higher density had a higher peak load and bending
stiffness than that with greater thickness. Four main deformation or failure modes of
sandwich panels were identified in this study, namely, indentation, core shear, upper face-
sheet fracture and debonding. When the thickness of the core material was greater than or
equal to 20 mm, all sandwich panels appeared as obvious indentations at the loading point.
The complete fracture of the upper face-sheet occurred when the core material was too
thin (10 mm). Core shear occurs when the density of the core based on a pure aluminum
matrix is greater than or equal to 0.57 g/cm3, or the thickness of the core is excessively thin
(10 mm). When the density of the core reaches 0.75 g/cm3, the excessive load leads to the
debonding failure of the aluminum foam sandwich panels.
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